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AppTip Sheet – Importing Photos into Lightroom 
Classic From Your Camera or Card Reader 

 
 

In this tutorial, we will import photos from your camera or card reader to Lightroom Classic. The 
figure below shows the Lightroom Classic Library module work area. 
 

 
 

Before actually importing the photos, we’ll simplify the Lightroom interface a bit. First make 
sure the Library module is active, by clicking on the Library button at the top of the screen as 
shown by the No.1. Next, close the right panel by clicking on the arrow shown by No. 2 in the 
above figure, if desired to show as many photos in the center grid area as possible. Finally, 
collapse all of the sections in the left panel except the Folders section (No. 3) by clicking to 
make the arrows point to the right with the Folders arrow pointing down.  
 

1. Insert the card reader or connect your camera if you have not done that yet. After a few 
seconds, the Library module screen changes to that shown below, once it recognizes the 
card reader or camera. 

a. In the left panel, the drive letter and name for the card reader is highlighted. Here 
it is P:\(EOSDIGITA). 

b. Also, you can elect to eject the card after uploading the files, by clicking on the 
square next to Eject After Import. 
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2. Then after a minute or so, the grid area fills in with the photos that were found on the 
card as shown below. Across the top of the screen, the actions that will be done are show. 

a. In the upper left FROM shows the source of the photos – here Drive P:. 
b. COPY is highlighted at the center top to indicate the selected images will be 

copied. 
c. In the upper right corner TO shows where the photos will be copied. In the figure, 

that is currently C:Users\Don\Pictures. 
 

 
 

3. To change the location, click on the small up/down arrow to the right of TO, and Select 
Other Destination. 
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4. Navigate to the main folder where you want to save the photos. In this example, I chose 
the Originals folder on my Drobo (O:). 

 

 
 

5. Going down the right panel, there are several things we can do to control the import. For 
this basic tutorial, we will concentrate on just a couple. 

a. To avoid importing photos that are already in the Catalog, select Don’t Import 
Selected Duplicates. 

b. Since I only want these photos to be imported into a subfolder immediately below 
Originals that indicates the date they were taken, I will NOT check the box next to 
Into Subfolder. 

c. I have also selected that the photos will be organized by date and selected my 
preferred format. 
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6. You can select either to import all the photos and videos from the card, or by using the 
Uncheck All, Check All, and the checks by the individual thumbnails, import only those 
images that you want.   

 

 
 

7. Click on Import to start copying the photos/videos to the selected location. Those photos 
that were selected to be imported, but were already in the Catalog, will also be shown in 
the grid, but will be dimmed.  

 
 

 
 


